Xerox Confident Color solutions are designed to help you grow your business.
Plus, you will get the most out of your Xerox products with our powerful Color Services.

**Xerox IntegratedPLUS Automated Color Management: Deliver accurate, consistent color print jobs**
This exciting offering is perfect for customers who need to be sure that the job’s critical colors will match the proof and that the colors on multiple presses will be accurate the first time. This is a first of its kind cloud-based color management solution that can provide you with unprecedented efficiency in your enterprise wide color management. The offering includes technically advanced hardware, software and web-based color management tools.

**G7® Master Printer Qualification: Improve gray balance and color consistency**
This course helps printers, pre-press houses and creative firms incorporate the G7 methodology into their workflow. Our Xerox G7 Expert will guide you through the G7 qualification process, and leave you with Standard Operating Procedures to ensure that you can consistently meet the G7 specification. Includes 5 days of on-site consulting and training, leading to G7 Master Printer Qualification. IDEAlliance® Membership and fees are not included.

**The Xerox Confident ColorWorks Program: Get your color workflow on target**
This offering is designed for operators, pre-press professionals and designers who need to intelligently manage the color of Mac or PC monitors, the print engine and the Digital Front End (DFE). The SmartPress Production Consultant (SPPC) will perform profiling services, establish DFE color settings, create a quality control process, deliver critical color training and more.

**Color Consulting Services: Education, processes and tools to ensure quality, accuracy and consistency**
Individuals responsible for controlling and maintaining color on your Xerox equipment will learn how to measure color and create baseline standards. Our goal is to help you achieve consistent, predictable color over time. The SPPC will help your staff to create a quality control process, review calibration procedures, create custom output profiles and manage your color output. Color Consulting Services may take up to 5 days to complete.

**Digital Color Management Certification: Education that drives measurable business results**
Xerox, in partnership with X-Rite PANTONE®, and IDEAlliance + IPA, offers a certification program designed to educate you in the process and implementation of digital color management. This interactive, web-based course is available 24/7, providing relevant, hands-on activities and a formal certification is issued to validate your knowledge and skill set.

**Design for Digital: Gain a better understanding of digital technology and file creation**
This workshop is presented to in-house designers as well as to external customer designers. Customers will be shown very practical and specific steps that will enable them to prepare designs for digital printing. This workshop is one day in length.
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Xerox Workflow Assessment: Get ready to race forward and streamline your business
A Xerox SPPC will analyze your workflow by interviewing key members of your staff and observing your crucial areas. You will receive a detailed graphical report explaining your digital strengths and opportunities. This one week course is for print professionals who seek new ways to reduce costs, support diverse data streams, maximize the capacity of your operations and optimize workflow to increase efficiency.

Xerox Color 800i/1000i Press Skills Enhancement Workshop: Fire-up your productivity and increase your profits
Your personnel will learn detailed information concerning Color Management at the RIP, how to work with spot colors and additional RIP features including hands-on learning with several lab exercises. We also instruct you on Adobe® Acrobat® Preflight Settings, Adobe Color Settings and how to design for Specialty Dry Ink.

Certified Operator Training for the iGen family of presses: Create highly skilled and efficient operators
This is a 3 week course for new iGen family press operators. Operators receive Xerox certified training on the Digital Front End, troubleshooting, problem solving, and Certified Customer Maintenance Training. Week 1 will be conducted at one of two National Customer Training Centers: Webster, NY or El Segundo, CA. Weeks 2 and 3 will be conducted at your site.

Boot Camp Training for the iGen family of presses: The certified training you need
Xerox’s Operator Boot Camp offers comprehensive training in three modules: Introduction to the Xerox iGen family press, Digital Front End (DFE) Operation and Certified Customer Maintenance Training. We train in one week modules. One module: Up to one week. All three modules: Up to three weeks.

One Week Expert Training for the iGen family of presses: Reap the full benefits of your new press
This training is designed specifically for existing iGen family press accounts upgrading to a new iGen family press. The curriculum goes above and beyond the standard 2 day update training. For an entire week, the SPPC works closely with your customer’s staff to ensure a smooth integration of the new iGen family press into your customer’s workflow.

Executive Boot Camp: A strategic overview of your iGen family press
This one-day event targets print production management executives from mid-sized to large printing operations who seek basic knowledge of iGen3, iGen4 or iGen150 capabilities, and a broader understanding of the implications of this technology for their managerial strategy.

Xerox Productivity Plus for the iGen family of presses: Boost productivity and increase uptime
This one week course, taught at the Xerox National Customer Training Center in Webster, NY, enables operators to become certified Customer Technicians. Operators receive a service manual and special parts, along with training to access diagnostics, and troubleshoot fault codes and image quality artifacts. Giving your press operators greater self sufficiency will help maximize your uptime by increasing productivity and print volume.

For more information, go to: www.xerox.com/confidentcolor
Scan this QR code with your smartphone to receive more information on any of our Xerox Color Services.
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